**ACROSS**

1. Emigre after surgery gets note for course of treatment (7)
2. Tranquil end to summer with flutes playing (7)
3. Obsession in Asian capital to ban liberal (5)
4. Reportedly, figures that are dubbed secure in club? (9)
5. Excitement for a rocketeer – or annoyance for a hiker? (4-3)
6. Man’s possessive in country given commercial concession (9)
7. Head provides view dismissing Greek character (9)
8. Revive request for quiet in unconstrained start to negotiations (7)
9. Gentleman given two directions for warning device (5)
10. Stir leading group on island beset by strong wind (9)
11. Cool time with a good man in charge – that’s excellent (9)
12. Military supremo with hard or easy thing to do (5)
13. The French defend backward port and river (5)
14. Complete university competition after injection of new stamina (9)
15. Exotic fruit in small measure consumed by individual (9)
16. Older mole in training offering an inspiration for aspirants? (4,5)
17. One in official writing admitting qualm (9)
18. Note a lad busy around college with liking for narrative (9)
19. Some take a selfie as support for artist (5)
20. Liquid leaking in connection (7)
21. Addition to a legal document for a cyclist? (5)
22. French aristocrat appreciated revolutionary old coin (5)
23. Aquatic rodent is evasive with place cut off (5)
24. A trip at sea heading north gets assumed designation (5)
25. Journalist observed around November characterising old material? (9)
26. Trade in capital kept back in Mediterranean island (5)
27. Measure of power shown by French water painter (7)
28. Almost final time to digest northern Italian food (7)

**DOWN**

1. Vainly interval (7)
2. Summing up, say, I have condensed part of speech (9)
3. Measure of power shown by French water painter (7)
4. Bystanders please (7)
5. Liquid leaking in connection (7)
6. Measure of power shown by French water painter (7)
7. Almost final time to digest northern Italian food (7)
8. Measure of power shown by French water painter (7)
9. Bystanders please (7)
10. Liquid leaking in connection (7)

**Solution 15,735**

```
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